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Dear Supporters:

This year marks the 10th anniversary of the youth leadership 

programs at People For the American Way Foundation, and 

I couldn’t be prouder of all we’ve accomplished together. 

As a whole, these unique programs have created a seamless 

infrastructure for developing the next generation of leaders –  

as well as a community of members and alumni from all corners  

of our country who are leading the progressive movement into  

the future. 

Young People For (YP4), our Fellowship training for college-age activists, has developed and  

supported more than 1,500 youth leaders. Over a decade of work, more than 700 YP4 Fellows have 

led community projects focused on everything from community safety and justice to campaign 

finance reform and reproductive justice. YP4 has led civic engagement drives each election cycle, 

training nearly 850 vote organizers and registering over 30,000 new voters. 

The Front Line Leaders Academy (FLLA), our intensive leadership training for professionals 

interested in greater civic participation, has graduated more than 130 Fellows, and piloted its first 

localized training in Los Angeles County. Seventy-three percent of FLLA graduates have gone on 

to assume leadership roles in nonprofits and community- based organizations, 65 percent have 

worked on issue or political campaigns, and 20 percent have run for public office. Seven of our 

alumni won election in this past year alone. 

The Young Elected Officials (YEO) Network, our program developing and supporting young 

elected officials at every level of office, has grown from a membership of dozens to more than 

900 elected officials. Our network of members and alumni represents all 50 states and the District 

of Columbia, and offices from school board to the United States Congress. Our young electeds 

bring their talent, energy, and varied life experiences to their public service, and the country is 

responding – in last year’s midterm elections, our young electeds had an 86 percent win rate. 

Our youth leadership programs are making a real impact, both individually and as a collective. 

They’ve withstood the test of time – and continued to evolve. We hope you will support us as we 

launch a new chapter, take on new challenges, and grow together to create a better future. 

Yours in service,

 

Andrew D. Gillum

Director, Youth Leadership Programs

People For the American Way Foundation 

YP4

FLLA

YEO
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DIVERSIFYING THE PROGRESSIVE MOVEMENT. 

YP4 recruits young people who demonstrate a deep commitment to advancing progressive change 

through their experiences, leadership roles, and potential. We are committed to making each class 

more representative of our country’s changing demographics. YP4 believes that in order to impact 

communities everywhere, our programs must represent youth from a diverse array of backgrounds, 

locations, and identities, and the program must be accessible to those who are traditionally shut 

out of leadership. 

CREATING CHANGE NOW.

We know that leadership development causes a ripple effect. The investment in one leader is an 

investment in a community. YP4 teaches the Fellows to assess the needs of their communities and 

root causes of the issues they care about. Each Fellow creates a community-based sustainable  

project, called a Blueprint for Social Justice, to address a need in his or her community. With 

support from staff, their mentors, and a small seed grant, Fellows work to implement their Blueprint 

projects using the skills developed throughout the Fellowship year. 

SUSTAINING LEADERSHIP OVER THE LONG TERM. 
In 2004, People For the American Way Foundation saw that there was a problem with how young 

people were being engaged. Young people would be mobilized to vote in an election. They  

would be asked to volunteer on campaigns. They may even have access to a weekend-long  

training. However, when the election results were in, the investment would dissipate until the next 

cycle. People For the American Way Foundation believes that leadership development happens 

over the long term. 

YOUNG 

PEOPLE 

FOR

Identify. Engage. Empower. Lead. 

Young People For (YP4), a program 
of People For the American Way 
Foundation, is a strategic, long-term 
leadership development initiative that 
works to encourage young people to 
be community leaders today, while 
supporting them with the skills and 
resources they need to create the 
change they want to see tomorrow. 

We’re building for the future…now. 
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A DECADE IN REVIEW

Founded in 2004, Young People For (YP4) strategically recruited its first 

Fellowship class from key institutions in six states and on 41 campuses. Our 
goal was to take a stand for progressive values and invest in the long-
term infrastructure of our movement by providing young people with 
the opportunities to become powerful advocates for social change in 
their communities.

Over the past 10 years, 700 Fellows executed over 400 community projects 

focused on: 

community safety and justice • courts and judicial reform • economic justice 

• educational equity and access • environmental conservation and justice • 

disability rights • immigrant rights • LGBTQ+ rights and liberation • money 

in elections • Native American empowerment, cultural preservation, and 

tribal sovereignty • progressive alliance and coalition building • public health 

• racial justice • religious liberties and justice • reproductive justice • voting 

rights and engagement • women’s rights

Over the past decade, YP4 has worked to expand access to our 

programming to leaders from community colleges, underresourced states 

in the South and Midwest, and minority-serving institutions. 

Eighty-seven percent of Fellows reported that their work as a YP4 
Fellow had a hand in social, cultural, or policy changes on the issues 
they care about. 

1,536 YOUNG LEADERS TRAINED, MENTORED, AND CONNECTED THROUGH YP4 PROGRAMS 

COMPOSED OF: 

73%  FROM COMMUNITIES OF COLOR 

60%  WOMEN 

49%  MEMBERS OF WORKING-CLASS FAMILIES

37%  FIRST MEMBER OF THEIR FAMILY TO ATTEND COLLEGE

18%  IDENTIFY AS LGBTQ

1536 FELLOWS FROM 42 STATES AND 329 CAMPUSES ACROSS THE COUNTRY

37%  FIRST MEMBER OF THEIR 
FAMILY TO ATTEND 
COLLEGE

49%   
MEMBERS OF  

WORKING-CLASS FAMILIES

73%  
FROM COMMUNITIES OF COLOR 

60%  WOMEN

18%  IDENTIFY AS LGBTQ
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ECONOMIC JUSTICE: Rachel Ramirez,  
a 2010 Pomona College Fellow, developed a Blueprint 
to address issues of education and economic inequity 
by covering the costs for Pomona college workers 
to take certification tests, and created an exchange 
between students and workers to offer customized 
tutoring tailored to workers’ schedules. 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION AND JUSTICE: 
Marisol Becerra, a 2010 DePaul University Fellow, 
created a Blueprint for Social Justice that focused on 
collaborating with the Little Village Environmental 
Justice Organization (LVEJO) to create the first 
environmental justice curriculum for Chicago Public 
Schools. The curriculum was used at an elementary 
school and a high school, which resulted in an increase 
in youth engagement on a campaign to close down two 
of Chicago’s dirtiest coal power plants.  

REPRODUCTIVE JUSTICE: Steven Hernandez, a 2013 
University of Texas at El Paso Fellow, wanted to make 
sure that everyone in El Paso, Texas; southeast New 
Mexico; and Juarez, Mexico, has the power to make 
healthy choices with their own body. His Blueprint 
focused on starting a fund to provide the resources 
to pay for birth control and abortion services that 
women may not otherwise have access to. The Fund 
is also dedicated to reproductive rights and providing 
medically accurate sex education. 

BLUEPRINT HIGHLIGHTS 

The YP4 Blueprint for Social Justice is a community-based, 

sustainable project created by each Fellow to address a need in 

their local area. 

 2.9%  COMMUNITY ORGANIZING

 2.9%  CONSULTANT

 14.3%  EDUCATION

 14.3% FOR PROFIT

 5.7%  GOVERNMENT

 2.9%  UNEMPLOYED

 8.6%  LAW 2.9%  MEDIA
 2.9%  PARENT

 22.9%  NONPROFIT

 5.7%  POLITICS

 14.3%  STUDENT

OUTCOMES

Since 2005, 1,536 Fellows have graduated from the program and have permeated leadership 

positions as elected officials, government officials, nonprofit staff, community organizers, and thought 

leaders in academia and education. 

A snapshot of their roles follows: 

 22.9%  NONPROFIT

 14.3%  FOR PROFIT

 14.3%  EDUCATION

 14.3%  STUDENT

 8.6%  LAW

 5.7%  POLITICS

 5.7%  GOVERNMENT

 2.9%  COMMUNITY ORGANIZING

 2.9%  CONSULTANT

 2.9%  UNEMPLOYED

 2.9%  MEDIA

 2.9%  PARENT
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BLUEPRINT IN FOCUS: THE WOMANHOOD PROJECT

“Identity was important to me growing up, 
because I didn’t see many women of color 

in power…by using my experiences and the 
training I received through YP4’s Fellowship, 

I knew I had to work to construct that 
pipeline to help put other young women of 
color in power and leadership. So I created 

the WomanHOOD project ... At our partner 
school, the college counselor commented 
on the change in the girls who have been 

in the program – how they’ve gained 
confidence, sisterhood, and critical thinking 

and public speaking skills.”  

– AMANDA MATOS
2011 COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY FELLOW

FOUNDER OF WOMANHOOD PROJECT

“I think if anything YP4 gave me a feeling 
of empowerment. Through the tangible 

skills we received in trainings and the  
YP4 network of leaders, [WomanHOOD] 
went from being a great idea that could 

happen in 10 years to something we 
could create now.” 

– ÉRIDA TOSINI-CORREA
2012 COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY FELLOW

CURRICULUM DIRECTOR AT WOMANHOOD 
PROJECT  

WomanHOOD has continued to grow and was recently awarded a Peace First 
Prize grant. They are in the process of obtaining their nonprofit status.
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“It was an honor to be part of the YP4 Voter 
Engagement Campaign. This experience allowed 

me to get out of my comfort zone in regard to the 
social issues I had been part of in the past. The 

YP4 network made during my campaign made my 
efforts successful. Without the support of the YP4 
community and my college, the campaign results 

would not be the same.” 

– ANA GUEVARA, FL

1 A get-out-the-vote tactic by which voters pledge to vote on Election Day and 
commit to bring five friends or family members to the polls.

In addition to the Fellowship program, YP4 conducts a nonpartisan 
voter mobilization program to increase the participation and 

representation of young people in the electoral process. Our work 

emphasizes outreach to communities that have been marginalized 

in the political process. 

Since 2010, YP4 has trained and supported 79 vote organizers in 

over 18 states and on over 30 campuses. 

In three election cycles, vote organizers trained nearly 850 

volunteers on how to organize and mobilize voters,  collected over 

13,000 Arrive with Five1 pledge cards,  and registered over 30,000 

new voters, resulting in over 53,000  voters touched by YP4 vote 

organizers’ efforts. 

One-hundred percent of vote organizers said they would continue 

or increase their civic  

participation in their community after the  

vote program. 

Over 10,000 students were granted the opportunity to get 

new IDs that comply with state voter ID laws through a piece 

of legislation passed by a 2014 YP4 Fellow, Zachary Koop, in 

Wisconsin. 

We measure success by the ultimate goal of empowering young 

people to become more effective leaders who are making real 

change occur in their communities. 

Seventy-two percent of Fellows reported that YP4 has equipped 

them with the foundational skills to seek out and succeed in 

leadership positions. 

Ninety-six percent of Fellows reported that YP4 increased their 

access to resources in the progressive movement.
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FRONT 

LINE 

LEADERS  

ACADEMY 

Equip. Advance. Permeate. 

Front Line Leaders Academy 
(FLLA) is an intensive leadership 
training that addresses the 
growing demand to equip young 
progressives (ages 18-35) with the 
skills and strategies to move into 
positions of local leadership and to 
support them as they prepare for 
increased civic participation within 
their communities.

FLLA Fellows participate in four three-day trainings, over 

the course of a year, covering a wide range of leadership 

development and political skills, including how to be an 

effective candidate, campaign manager, finance director, 

communications director, and field organizer. 

The workshops are led by campaign experts, along with young 

elected officials. To supplement the four trainings, there are 

conference calls, assignments, and one-on-one coaching 

sessions aimed at monitoring the progress of each FLLA Fellow. 

By graduation, FLLA Fellows have developed a wide range of 

campaign skills and will have compiled a complete campaign 

book that will enable them to be effective local leaders.   

•  Traditionally a national program, in 2014 People For the 

American Way Foundation implemented a Los Angeles-based 

Front Line Leaders Academy (FLLA) for 15 young, emerging 

leaders from low-income, LGBTQ, and communities of color 

in Los Angeles County. 

•  Seventy-three percent of FLLA graduates have gone on to 

hold leadership roles in nonprofits and community groups, 

65% have increased their civic participation through work on 

issue or political campaigns, and 20% have run for office.

•  Seven of nine FLLA alums who subsequently ran for office won 

their campaigns in 2014. Three have been elected for the first 

time, and three are also YP4 Fellowship alums.

ETHNICITY 
 34.23% CAUCASIAN

 24.83% AFRICAN/BLACK

 18.12% LATINO

 16.11% ASIAN/PACIFIC ISLANDER

 2.68% MULTIRACIAL

 1.34% OTHER

 1.34% NATIVE

 0.67% MIDDLE EASTERN

GENDER
 52.35% MALE

 46.98% FEMALE

 0.67%  NOT IDENTIFIED,  
TRANSITIONING, NEUTRAL

34.23%  CAUCASIAN

24.83%  
   AFRICAN/BLACK

18.12 %  LATINO

16.11%   
ASIAN/PACIFIC  

ISLANDER

2.68%  MULTIRACIAL

1.34%  NATIVE

0.67%  MIDDLE EASTERN

1.34%  OTHER

52.35%  MALE

0.67%   NOT IDENTIFIED,  
TRANSITIONING, NEUTRAL

46.98%  FEMALE
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“ This is the leadership that will 
change our nation.” 

–  ERNESTO VILLASENOR JR. 
2014 FLLA LOS ANGELES FELLOW 

“ This program is truly a work of 
art. In a time when we’re being 
bombarded with disappointing 
and disempowering news, it was 
uplifting to be in a space filled with 
renewed hope and optimism.”

 
– JC DE VERA, 2013 FLLA FELLOW  

“ FLLA is a first-class training 
program, but it’s so much more 
than that. FLLA helps people focus 
on values – not just issues – and 
empowers activists to be leaders.” 

–  STATE SENATOR ANGIE BUHL O’DONNELL 
2007 FLLA FELLOW

52.35%  MALE
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MILESTONES 2005 

The YEO Network  
was founded 

2006 

First National 
Convening

2007 

Policy Academy on 
Economic Development 

Produced our first 
annual Policy Resource 
Book

YOUNG 

ELECTED 

OFFICIALS 

NETWORK 

Connect. Develop. Elevate.

The Young Elected Officials (YEO) Network is 
the first and only national initiative to provide 
a comprehensive network of support to the 
newest generation of progressive leaders at 
every level of elected office.

We were founded in 2005 with the mission to unite and support young elected 

leaders who share a passion for building communities that reflect values of 

freedom, fairness, and opportunity for all. In our 10 years, the Network has grown 

from the original concept of “35 under 35” to include more than 900 elected 

officials across the country in offices ranging from local school boards to the 

United States Congress. 

The YEO Network is unique in addressing self-identified needs and using a 

participatory model of leadership development. We provide cutting-edge 

programming, investing in the full pipeline of progressive leadership and building 

sustained relationships with our members. We provide the resources young 

elected officials need to effectively impact policy, foster their own development 

and professional growth, and elevate their leadership in the broader progressive 

movement.

Our purpose is to create an enduring pipeline of courageous and visionary 
leaders to change the world.

NATIONWIDE NETWORKING

   

The YEO Network was first created as a supportive space for YEOs to come together, share experi-

ences, develop best practices, and lean on each other. They created a powerful sense of community 

that continues today. While they come from very different paths, different identities, and varied life 

experiences, they all bring new ideas and energy to the work of public service, and they share a 

commitment to reflecting and representing the diverse communities they serve. 

The Network also seeks to elevate our members’ leadership in the broader political arena. We 

create meaningful connections between YEOs and our strategic partners, mentors, and talented 

advisors. We identify opportunities for YEOs to have their voices heard in the media and on the 

national stage. 

It’s catching on. In a time when trust in government is falling and policy at the national level is 

stalled, young people are winning elections at astonishing rates – and making real change at the 

state and local levels. In the 2014 midterm elections, YEOs had an 86 percent win rate – and saw 

gains on progressive issues in red and blue states across the country. America is ready for new ideas 

and new leadership.
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Montana State Rep. Ellie Hill,  
a longtime YEO and one of  

TIME Magazine’s “40 Under 40,” has 
been a progressive leader on issues 

from campaign finance reform to 
women’s rights. She published  

an op-ed with the YEO Network 
on the impact of the Hobby Lobby 

Supreme Court decision. 

“Being a young elected 
official has its own 
opportunities and 

challenges. The YEO 
Network has been the 

single biggest resource to 
empower me to continue, 

to grow, and to fight for 
the progressive ideals that 
brought me to the table in 

the first place.”

 – MONTANA STATE REP.  
ELLIE HILL 

11

REGION 
MIDWEST  25%

NORTHEAST  25%

SOUTH  22%

WEST  28%

LEVEL OF OFFICE 
MUNICIPAL  498

STATE LEGISLATIVE  266

SCHOOL BOARD  136

STATEWIDE/FEDERAL  13

 

15%  SCHOOL BOARD

1%  STATEWIDE/FEDERAL

55%  MUNICIPAL

29%  STATE LEGISLATIVE

2008 

Policy Academy on 
Racial Justice and 
Education

2009 

Built out our dedicated 
policy team

First Women’s Caucus 
conference

2010  

 Policy Academies 
on Foreclosure and 
Neighborhood 
Stabilization Policy, 
and Redistricting and 
Immigration 

YEO Network’s first visit 
to the White House

2011 

Expanded our staff to 
the DC office

2012 

Policy Academy on 
Education

Pilot of the Policy 
Council program

2013 

Launched our new 
website and online 
policy exchange 
database

2014 

Developed new Policy 
Council model at 
National Convening

First YEO alum to serve 
in Presidential Cabinet

2015 

 10th Annual National 
Convening
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Former YEO and Caroline, New York Town Deputy 
Supervisor Dominic Frongillo has been a leader in 

the environmental movement and in 2009 delivered 
a statement on clean energy signed by over 100 

YEOs to the United Nations climate negotiations 
in Copenhagen. He also worked with the YEO 

Network in creating “Elected Officials to Protect 
New York,” a group advocating for the continued 
moratorium on hydraulic fracturing in the state –  
a ban that Governor Cuomo recently agreed to. 

“The YEO Network was  
essential in starting  

Elected Officials to Protect New 
York. By connecting and offering 

support to young officials, the 
Network helps us provide leadership 

on the most pressing issues in our 
state and nation, and be on the front 

lines of change.” 

– FORMER CAROLINE COUNCILMEMBER  
DOMINIC FRONGILLO

Tucson-based School Board member 
Daniel Hernandez, who helped save 

the life of Congresswoman Gabby 
Giffords in the 2011 shooting, has 

remained dedicated to gun violence 
prevention. He worked with the  

YEO Action Network, our (c)4 
advocacy arm, on a petition to 

Congress, an op-ed in POLITICO, 
and has continued to advocate for 

common-sense reforms in his state. 

“The YEO Network has 
made a major impact 
on me and my work – 

connecting me to research, 
resources, and serving as a 
personal support whenever 

I’ve needed it. It’s been 
a meaningful part of my 

career in public service.” 

– SUNNYSIDE SCHOOL  
BOARD MEMBER  

DANIEL HERNANDEZ
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POLICY SUPPORT

The YEO Network works with our strategic 

partners to provide policy training and 

resources to our members – and we see the 

results. We offer ongoing and personalized 

policy research support, teleconferences, 

policy newsletters and bulletins, and in-

depth workshops and training at National 

Convenings and Policy Academies. The 

Network also publishes a yearly Policy Book 

and online legislative exchange of sample 

policies submitted by our members and 

partners, developed around the annual agenda 

YEO members create. Our members can be 

inspired by these sample policies and use them 

as a resource to further change in their own 

communities as they see fit. 

The YEO Network and our individual members 

have played a leading role in progressive 

issues across the country. When the anti-

gay, so-called “religious freedom” bill was 

backed by the Arizona legislature in 2014, YEO 

members on their own took to the airwaves, 

the streets, and the editorial pages to voice 

their opposition – and the bill was vetoed. 

When Mike Brown was shot in Ferguson, 

Missouri, YEOs were there from the beginning 

to stand with their community and to lead 

the national call for systemic justice reforms. 

YEOs have independently and successfully 

worked together on living-wage increases, 

environmental protections, nondiscrimination 

legislation, voting rights, and access to 

education – to name a few. Over the last few 

years, they have called on Congress to act 

on comprehensive immigration reform, on 

innovative electoral changes, and on gun 

violence prevention. 

“Just look at some of the members of People For the 
American Way Foundation’s Young Elected Officials 

Network, which is building a pipeline of effective 
progressive leaders. It was Colorado Rep. Crisanta Duran 

(D), the youngest Latina legislator in state history, who 
sponsored a bill to fund comprehensive sex education. 

San Francisco Supervisor Jane Kim led the effort to crack 
down on misinformation at crisis pregnancy centers …” 

— KATRINA VANDEN HEUVEL IN THE WASHINGTON POST
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LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT

The YEO Network offers continued leadership 

development and professional growth through 

trainings focused on executive skills, legislating 

and good governance, and advancing to 

higher office. As with all of our programming, 

the curriculum is based on YEOs’ own interests 

and needs, and has ranged from parliamentary 

procedure to effective messaging to using 

technology for constituent engagement. We work 

to support YEOs as they navigate the processes, 

relationships, and tools necessary to succeed in 

public office. We provide skills-based training 

in webinars and National Convenings, and 

incorporate it into all of our programming. 

We offer additional leadership development 

through our Women’s Caucus, providing training 

specific to women in elected office, as well 

as access to partners, mentorship, and peer 

networking. We also enable opportunities for 

greater leadership within the YEO Network 

through our State Directors program, alumni 

network, and other caucuses. 

In 2011, YEO Wisconsin State Senator 
Chris Larson became a nationally 
recognized leader in the fight for 
labor rights when he joined the 
“Wisconsin 14” in protest of the 
Governor-backed bill dismantling 
collective bargaining for the state’s 
workers. Protests in the state grew 
to 100,000 – and Senator Larson has 
continued the fight for workers’ rights 
in Wisconsin.

 “Thank you to the YEO 
Network for all your 

support, and in creating 
a response to the 

conservative machine that 
is crushing our country and 

our communities.  
Thank you to each of 

you for going above and 
beyond the call of duty in 

your community to  
make a difference.”

 
– WISCONSIN STATE SEN.  

CHRIS LARSON
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THE FUTURE OF THE  
YOUTH LEADERSHIP PROGRAMS 

As we launch the 10th year of the youth 

leadership programs, we reflect on all we’ve 

accomplished with your support. Our programs 

have grown in scale, we’ve created new websites 

and online resources, we’ve expanded our 

teams, and we’ve developed new partnerships. 

At YP4, we’ve seen growth in capacity and 

also new reach, as we’ve added community 

colleges and minority-serving institutions to our 

partnerships. We’ve revamped our curriculum, 

and created new tracks and voter programs. The 

FLLA program has piloted its first local program 

in Los Angeles County and will be hosting both 

local and national Academies over the coming 

years, as we continue to meet young leaders 

where they are and equip them with skills and 

tools for greater participation. At the YEO 

Network, we’ve expanded our policy and other 

membership-based supports – and seen our 

numbers grow exponentially. We’ve watched 

with pride as our alumni and members ran for 

and won election to higher office, statewide 

office, congressional office, and even assumed 

roles in the Presidential Cabinet. 

And we’ve seen these three programs continue 

to develop more collaborations, more synergy, 

and more common alumni, as they were 

intended. We celebrate the many successes of 

the last decade, but we also look to the future 

and the role we will play in creating change, 

and developing new leaders nationally and in 

communities across the country. We have so 

many bigger ideas, concepts for expansion, ways 

to make use of our strengths, and maximize our 

contributions to the progressive movement. 

With our members growing in leadership, we 

are focused and optimistic about where we can 

still go. 

We hope you will join us.

Among her many accomplishments, 
Michigan State Rep. Rashida Tlaib 
was her state’s only legislator who ran 
a fully staffed neighborhood service 
center, providing direct service and 
advocacy for her constituents. 

“Every time I walk into 
the Michigan Capitol 
Building, I am in awe. 

The YEO Network 
made this place less 

intimidating and offered 
some encouragement 

to be fearless and stand 
up for what is right. 

From being part of the 
national movement for 
immigration reform to 

fighting for an increase in 
minimum wage, the YEO 
Network team was there 

to help elevate the voices 
of my residents.” 

– MICHIGAN STATE REP.  
RASHIDA TLAIB
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1,536 YOUNG LEADERS TRAINED, MENTORED, AND CONNECTED 

THROUGH YP4 PROGRAMS COMPOSED OF: 

73%  FROM COMMUNITIES OF COLOR 

60%  WOMEN 

18%  IDENTIFY AS LGBTQ

49%  MEMBERS OF WORKING-CLASS FAMILIES

37%  FIRST MEMBER OF THEIR FAMILY TO ATTEND COLLEGE

1536 FELLOWS FROM 42 STATES AND 329 CAMPUSES  

ACROSS THE COUNTRY

YOUNG PEOPLE FOR
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                                 49%   
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     WORKING-CLASS  
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16.11%   
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ISLANDER
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* All demographic data is self-identified by 
members. Members may have identified 
multiple identities in a category, accounting for 
percentages totaling more than 100%. 
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